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Abstract. We cdculale cocrg) miniband structures and dcnsiries of ~mpunty stlies in q m i -  
ono-dimcnsiolwl GaAsJALAs quantum well wires with periodic Iatenl surface s m c t w .  By 
a coordinate masformalion. the structured interfaces of the mires ne oansformed into planu 
inrerfaccs so llwt the boundary sondiuons of the elecuonic wawfunmons can be sadsficd exactly 
on the inlerfaccs. The new oplicd rransiuon spectral smmres  assocrnted with minibands and 
impurilies me discussd. 

1. Introduction 

With the advances in the art of microfabrication, it has become possible to confine the 
carriers in one, two or all three dimensions (quantum wells, quantum well wires and 
quantum dots). These structures enable many new phenomena to be discovered and provide 
potential device applications in future laser technology [1-3] and the optical modulation 
technique [4]. The presence of impurities in these structures contributes to additional 
responses when external probes are applied to these systems. Because of the quantum 
confinement in two directions, the bindirig energies of impurity states are greatly enhanced 
in wires compared with those in quasi-Two-dimensional quantum well strvctures [5-181 
and the optical absorption spectra associated with impurities in quantum wires are more 
complicated and interesting than those in quantum wells [19-22]. 

Recently, a new quantum well .structure emerged, in which there are periodic lateral 
surface structures on its interfaces which act as periodic potentids ‘on an electron. This 
novel system, referred to as a lateral surface superlattice (LSSL), has shown interesting 
elecaonic and optical properties [2S29]. Technically now we are also able to fabricate 
quantum well wires with periodic smctures on their interfaces, referred to as lateral surface 
superlattice wires (LSSLWS), by ion beam implantation on LSSLS produced by deposition of 
AlAs and GaAs fractional layers on vicinal GaAs(001) substrates [26,301, for instance. It 
is expected that the peculiar electronic and optical properties observed in USLs may be 
greatly enhanced in LSSLWS. 

Using ‘the conrdinate transforfnation suggested first by Sun [31], we have studied the 
electron and impurity states in LSsLWs in our previous papers~[32-341. The results have 
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shown that energy minigaps (EMGS) appear in the electronic energy dispersions in LSSLWS at 
the boundary of the Brillouin zone, owing to the existence of periodic structured interfaces. 
The results also showed that the impurity binding energies change along the quantum well 
wire. In this paper, we study the energy miniband structures and the densities of impurity 
states in the USLW further. The new optical transition spectral structures associated with 
minibands and impurities in LSSLW will be discussed. 

In [ 111, Bryant has demonstrated that the binding energies for impurities in wires with 
comparable shapes are most closely correlated to the cross-sectional area and the shape 
effects on binding energies are of little importance. In this paper, only the LSSLW with a 
circular cross section is considered to simplify ow calculation. 

In section 2, we introduce the coordinate transformation and define the effective 
Hamiltonians. In section 3, the miniband structures in a LSSLW are studied. In section 4, the 
densities of impurity states in a LSSLW are calculated. A discussion is presented in section 5. 

2. The effective Hamiltonians 

Let us consider a LSSLW of GaAs surrounded by AlAs, which is assumed to have a circular 
cross section and an infinitely high potential barrier between GaAs and AlAs. In the 
effective-mass approximation, the Hamiltonian describing the motion of an electron in the 
LSSLW can be written as 

where P and T are the electron momentum and coordinate respectively, and m is the 
electron-band effective mass. The electron-confining potential well V ( r )  in the LSSLW is 
given by 

P < Ro + f(r) 
M elsewhere 

V ( r )  = 

where RO is the average radius of the LSSLW and f (r)  describes the periodic structures on 
its interfaces. 

When a hydrogenic donor impurity is placed in the LSSLW, the Hamiltonian becomes 

where K = 13.1 is the dielectric constant of GaAs and q is the position of the impurity in 
the USLW. 

As in [32-341, the following coordinate transformation transforms the structured 
interfaces of the LSSLW into flat interfaces: 

8'=8 2) = z .  Ro 
Ro + f (r)  

In the transformation, we note that 

s, $* (7) H(') (r)$ (T) d r  = (T') J (r') $')(r')$ (r') dr' s,, 

(4) 
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where J ( r ' )  is the Jacobian determinant, and the effective Hamiltonians without and with 
an impurity are defined, respectively, as 

If$)(r') = J(r')ii(O)(r') (6) 

He&') = J(r')ii(r'). U) 
The normalization condition becomes 

- *  ., - @ (r)@(r')J(+')dt'= 1. 

After the coordinate transformation, the electron-confining potential well Q(T') is 

P' < Ro 
CO elsewhere. 

?(TI) = 

In the new coordinate system the wavefunction satisfies the boundary condition 

$(T') Ip'=Ro= 0. (10) 

In this paper, we consider the first type of LSSLW studied in our previous papers [32- 
341, in which its central line stays straight but the radius of circular cross section tructuates 
periodically along the quantum wire. The interface fluctuation is taken as 

where A and Ld are the amplitude and period, respectively, of interface structures. 

3. The minihand stmcti~res 

The electron motion in quantum wires consist of plane waves in the direction along the 
wires. The periodic structnres on the interfaces of the LSSLW act as periodic potentials 
which cause reflections of the electron plane waves. EMGs appear in the electronic energy 
dispersions of the LSSLW at the boundary of the Brillouin zone. Now, we calculate the 
miniband dispersions of the LSSLW with the variational approach 

where $(T') represents the variational wavefunction in the new coordinate spaces. 
When the period of the interface structures of the LSSLW is sufficiently large, we use 

a very simple two-wave approximation [31] to calculate the first and second miniband 
dispersions in the LSSLW. That is, the following hial wavefunction is adopted 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(1) I 
qlr,(T') = A 4  (T ) f B$)O(T') 

with 

@(T') = ( ~ ~ L O ) - ~ ' ~ [ J I ( ~ O ~ ) I - ~ J O ( B O ~  P'/Ro) exp(ikz') 

$)(r') = ( Z R ~ L O ) - ' / ~ [ J ~  (f%l)l-lJ~(Bo~~'/R~) exp[i(k, - kd)Z'l 
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where pol is the first zem of the Bessel function, A and B are the variational parameters, 
LO = NLd (N -+ 00) is the length of the LSSLW and kd = k / L d  is the first reciprocal- 
lattice vector. Here, the variational wavefunction (13) satisfies the boundary condition (10). 
If we insert the trial wavefunction (13) and the effective Hamiltonian (6) into equation (12), 
the first and second electronic miniband dispersions El,&) can be obtained by minimizing 
E (equation (12)) with respect to A and B ,  which gives the following equation: 

(16) det IlX$)'"'(k,) - E1,z(kz)J(")(k,)ll = 0 (i, j = 1,2) 

N. 
w" 

50- 

After the calculation of equation (16). the first two miniband dispersions El&,) are 
obtained analytically, and their numerical results are given in figure 1 (solid lines). 

\ 
\ 

F i p  1. The electronic energy dispersions of the first 
two conduction minibands E1.2 - Ef? with Eflj = 
( t i2 / /zm)( .# , /~$ in the ~ s r w ,  where the average 
radius Ro of the L S L W  is 50 A. and the amplitude A and 
period Ldpf the interface smcmres of LSSLW are 10 A 

- and 100 A, respectively. The dmhed lines represent 

/ L  

Then we calculate the distribution of the density of electronic states in the first two 
conduction minibands. The density of electronic states is defined as 

(19) 

These can be calculated numerically. 
The first EMG at the boundary of the Brillouin zone is obtained as 

(20) 
f tz P,?l AEg(l) = ---26 
2m R i  

where 6 = AjRo  is the relative fluctuation of the LSSLW in the radial direction. 
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4. The densities of impurity states 

As in OUI previous papers [33,34], the electronic wavefunction for the ground state in the 
new coordinate spaces is taken as 

WI(P') = ~OJO(BOlP'/RO) (21) 
where NO is the normdizatiou constant. Here, the periodic potential due to the periodic 
interface structures is much smaller than the electronic kinetic energy, and the electronic 
wavefunction moving along the LSSLW could be viewed as a plane wave. 

The trial wavefunction that we take for the effective Hamiltonian &(r') with an 
impurity is analogous to that used in [lo, 141 and is written for the ground impurity state as 

= NJo(Bolp'/Ro)exp(-lr' - ~iI /k)  (22) 
where N is the normalization constant and A is the variational parameter. 

As usual, we define the impurity binding energy as the energy difference between the 
bottom of the electronic conduction band without the impurity and the ground-state energy 
level of an impurity state in the LSSLW, i.e. 

(23) Ei = (W~(T')IH~R (0) (T ! )I#oI(T')) - - ~ ( ~ ( T ' ) l ~ ~ ( T ' ) l ~ ( T ' ) ) .  
According to the geometric symmetry of the LSSLW, we calculate the impurity binding 

energies only in half the lateral period, i.e. 4 L d .  in the z direction in the LSSLW. 
Assuming that the circular cross section of the LSSLW is not too small, we could treat 

the impurity position as a continuous random variable. Provided that the impurities exist 
only inside the LSSLW and there is no intentional doping, in the new coordinate spaces, one 
can define a density of impurity states per unit binding energy as 

where VO is the volume of the LSSLW in half the lateral period, i.e. $Ld, s(Ei) is the portion 
of the area Ei = E lying within half the lateral period in LSSLW and V,: means the gradient 
with respect to the impurity position. When the relative fluctuation in the radial direction is 
small and the lateral period Ld is sufficiently large, by neglecting the second- and high-order 
perturbations proportional to 6 the density of impurity states could be further simplified as 

with 

which is the analogue of the density of impurity states in a cylindrical quantum well wire 
without lateral surface structures [16], where L(Ei) is the portion of the line Ei = E lying 
within the circular cross section at z' = zi, SO is the area of circular cross section and 
Vd represents the gradient with respect to the impurity position within the cross section at 

Figure 2 shows the density of donor impurity states as a function of binding energy in 
the LSSLW (solid line). From figure 2, it can be easily seen that a tail structure in the density 
of impurity states of the LSSLW emerges compared with that of quantum well wire without 
lateral surface structures (dashed line), and the impurity binding energy in the LSSLW extends 
on the maximum and minimum binding energy sides. 

z' = z;. 
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I I I I I I I 
Figure 2. The density of donor 
impurity states as a function of 
binding energy in the LSSLW, where, 
the average radius R,, of LSSLW 
is 50 A. and the amplitude A 
and &e period Ld of the interface 
smcpres of the LSSLW are 10 8. and 
100 A, respectively. The dashed line 

0 .00  15 20 25 30 35 represents the density of impurity I 
10 . states in the quantum wire without 

l a t d  surface smctures. E,(meV) 

5. Discussion 

In this paper, we calculate the energy miniband structures and the densities of impurity states 
in the LSSLW. The electronic states in the USLW differ considerably from those in quantum 
well wires with planar interface structures, owing to the periodic potential perturbation 
along the USLW direction caused by the periodic surface structures. From figure 1, it is 
shown that the electronic continuous conduction band spectrum breaks into minibands with 
minigaps appearing at the edge of the Brillouin zone in the reciprocal-vector space. The 
change in the electronic states is also reflected in the change in the electronic density of 
states of the LSSLW, as shown in figure 3(u). New peaks and gaps appear in the electronic 
density of states at the energies near the edge of the Brillouin zone. The first minigap of 
the conduction minibands is AEi(1) = 52.6 meV if we assume that the average radius 
RO of the GaAs/AlAs UsLW equals 50 A and the amplitude A of the interface structures 
equals 10 A. The conduction band effective mass m. is taken to be 0.067mo [19] with 
mo the free-electron mass. We have also calculated hole valence minibands of the LSSLW 
with the mixing of the light- and heavy-hole bands neglected, as shown in figure 3(b). We 
considered an averaged parabolic valence hole band with an effective mass Mh = 0.3mo 
[19]. For the same LSSLW structures described above, the first minigap of the hole valence 
minibands is AE,Y(l) = 11.7 meV, much less than that of the conduction minibands owing 
to the heavy-hole mass. 

The effects of the periodic potential on the impurity states in the GaAs/AlAs LSSLW 
are not as drastic as that on the ffee-electron states. Although the periodic potentials cause 
broadenings and shifts in the peaks of the impurity density of states, from figure 2 the 
impurity density of states remains almost the same as that in quantum well wires with 
planar interfaces. The width of the donor impurity band is AEL, = 15.7 meV for the 
GaAsIAIAs LSSLW with the same structures described above. We have also calculated the 
acceptor impurity band for the same GaAs/AlAs LSSLW structure with the averaged parabolic 
hole valence band approximation. The width AEA of the acceptor impurity band obtained 
is 26.0 meV. 

It is interesting to note that the periodic potential along the LSSLW direction will 
change the impurity 2 band optical transitions considerably, especially for the acceptor 
impurity + conduction band transition. Because the first minigap (AEi(1) = 52.6 meV) 
of the conduction band caused by the periodic potential is much larger than the width 
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W Conduction Minibands 

Figure 3. The dishibution of rhe densities of states in the donor and acceptor bands and in tl!e 
fim two conduction and valence minibands, where the average radius Rg of the L:SLW is 50 A. 
the amplitude A and period Ld of the interface suuctum of the LSSLW are 10 A and 100 A, 
respectively. The dashed lines represent the corresponding results in the quantum wire without 
lateral surface smctures. In order to discuss optical transitions conveniently, ( U )  the first two 
conduction minibands with the acceptor band and (b)  the donor band with the first two valence 
minibands are plotted in the two Kgum separately. 

(AEA = 26.0 mev) of the acceptor impurity band, the acceptor impurity + conduction 
band transition becomes forbidden owing to the energy conservation law when the incident 
light energy lies in the region AEA + EAC < Aw < EAc + AE;(l), where EAC is the 
energy space between the bottom edge of the first minigap of the conduction band and the 
top edge of the acceptor impurity band. Therefore the new peaks of the acceptor impurity 
+ conduction band optical transition will appear because of the existence of the new peaks 
in the conduction electronic density of states at the energies near the edge of the minigap. 
For the valence band -+ donor impurity band optical transition, the energy-forbidden region 
does not exist because the first minigap (AEi(1)  = 11.7 meV) of the hole valence band is 
smaller than the width (A& = 15.7 meV) of the donor impurity band, but a new sunken 
structure in the valence band + donor impurity band optical transition spectrum is expected. 
In this work, we consider only the impurities distributing homogeneously in the LSSLW. If 
a realistic impurity distribution is included, the densities of impurity states in the LSSLW 
become more complicated [22], but the widths of the impurity band change little. Detailed 
results of the impurity Z band optical transitions in the LSSLW will be given elsewhere. 

Summing up, we have studied the energy miniband structures and the densities of 
impurity states in the LSSLW using a coordinate transforkation. The results show that the 
EMGs and new peaks in the electronic density of states of the LSSLW will appear compared 
with the electronic density of states in the usual quantum well wire, but the impurity states of 
the UsLW will not be greatly changed except for a small broadening of the impurity bands. 
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The new optical transition spectral structures are expected to appear between acceptors and 
conduction minibands in the L.SSLW. 
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